Scroll Versions 2.7.3 Update Instructions

In Scroll Versions 2.7.2 we introduced a new add-on that provided shared components required by other Scroll Add-ons – Scroll Runtime for Confluence.

If you are updating from Scroll Versions 2.7.2 to Scroll Versions 2.7.3 you have to de-install and Scroll Runtime for Confluence 1.0-rc1 System Plugin: Scroll Platform 2.7.2 in order to properly update to Scroll Versions 2.7.3.

To update from Scroll Versions 2.7.2 to Scroll Versions 2.7.3

2. De-install System Plugin: Scroll Platform 2.7.2.
   - All Scroll Versions information (versions, variants, etc.) are still available afterwards.
3. Install Scroll Versions 2.7.3.

Afterwards the following Scroll Add-ons are installed:

- Scroll Versions version 2.7.3
- Scroll Runtime for Confluence version 1.0
- System Plugin: Scroll Platform version 2.7.3